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McDonald to put Rs 50-60 cr in marketing this year,
plans to open 40 more outlets
By Imran Khan
Thursday, March 04, 2010
McDonald, the food service retailer has announced the
launch of new campaign for its happy price menu that
starts with Rs 20 onwards. Championed at ‘Har Chotti
Khushi Ka Celebration’, the campaign is design to position
McDonald’s as the ideal venue and platform for individual to celebrate
their little joys of life, the campaign focuses on the Chotti Khushi of
celebrating with a happy price menu.
“For us, it’s not just a campaign line but the way of making our
consumer’s life more enriching - and McDonald’s provides consumers a
chance to celebrate ‘har choti khushi’ by offering dual benefit of quick
service and affordable pricing. In today’s hectic pace of life, ‘har choti
khushi ka celebration’ needs to be a mantra for a fulfilling life,” says
Arvind Singhal, director marketing, McDonald’s India (west and south).
“We also have plans to launch a campaign for our meals such as
McVeggi and McChicken this year. We also plan to open 40 more
McDonald outlets this year. To market our new products and initiatives
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for consumers we look forward to spend across Rs 50-60 crore in 2010,”
adds Singhal.
The brand’s iconic chief happiness officer Ronald McDonald and Omi
Vaidya, who shot to fame after his role of ‘Chatur’ in 3 Idiots marked
the launch of happy price menu at an event organised in Mumbai.
While continuing with their effort to promote the happy price menu and
to celebrate every moment, McDonald organised a live chat show
wherein McDonald and Vaidya share thoughts of what happiness meant
to them personally and how they celebrate the small joys of life.
The event was aimed to spread cheer among the kids and youth of
Nareshwadi, an NGO working towards suppression of malnutrition. The
event came to a close with McDonald crowning Vaidya with the
happiness crown for his stunning act to spread cheer among the kids.
McDonald’s founded its success in its strategy of branded affordability
and introduced the ‘Happy Price Menu’ of Rs 20 onwards in 2004. At
present, McDonald operates 200 retail food outlets across India and
recently has added two more to its kitty by opening new restaurants in
Bangalore and Chennai.
Earlier, McDonald’s has engaged its audiences with campaigns like ‘Bahanas’, ‘bees mein full dhamal’, ‘baap ke zamane ka daam’ and now
the latest campaign of ‘Har Chotti Khushi Ka Celebration’ where it
conveys the message of celebrating small joys
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McDonalds plans Rs 50-60 cr investment for marketing
04 Mar 2010

McDonalds has announced the launch of new
campaign for its happy price menu which starts with Rs 20 onwards.
Termed – ‘Har Chotti Khushi Ka Celebration’, the campaign is design to
position McDonald’s as the ideal venue and platform for individuals to
celebrate their little joys of life.
Arvind Singhal, director marketing, McDonald’s India (west and south)
stated, “For us, it’s not just a campaign line but the way of making our
consumer’s life more enriching - and McDonald’s provides consumers a
chance to celebrate ‘har choti khushi’ by offering dual benefit of quick
service and affordable pricing. In today’s hectic pace of life, ‘har choti
khushi ka celebration’ needs to be a mantra for a fulfilling life.”
“We also have plans to launch a campaign for our meals such as
McVeggi and McChicken this year. We also plan to open 40 more
McDonald outlets this year. To market our new products and initiatives
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for consumers we look forward to spend across Rs 50-60 crore in 2010,”
he added.
Ronald McDonald and Omi Vaidya (who shot to fame after his role of
‘Chatur’ in 3 Idiots) marked the launch of happy price menu at an event
organised in Mumbai.
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A man dressed as Ronald
McDonald
mascot

-- McDonald's
-- poses

with

Omi Vaidya (who shot to
fame after his role of
'Chatur' in 3 Idiots) at
the launch of the foodchain's happy price menu
in Mumbai.
Image: Ronald McDonald and Omi Vaidya
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McDonald's to spend Rs 50-60 crore on marketing
Mumbai, Mar 5:

Global fast food retailer McDonald's India will spend Rs 50-60 crore on
marketing in 2010.
It will also open 40 new outlets during the period.
The company's marketing spend will include the new 'Har Chotti Khushi
Ka Celebration' campaign for its happy price menu with starting price
point of Rs 20, the company said.
''We also have plans to launch a campaign for our meals such as
'McVeggi' and 'McChicken' this year. To market our new products and
initiatives for consumers, we look forward to spend across Rs 50-60
crore in 2010,'' confirmed, McDonald's India (west and south), director
(marketing) Arvind Singhal.
McDonald's is operating 200 retail food outlets across India and recently
added two more restaurants in Bangalore and Chennai.
--UNI
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Teapot Entertainment manages McDonalds' CSR activity

Celebrating the 'Har Chotti Khushi Ka Celebration'
theme, McDonalds organized a live onstage show anchored by RJ Tarana
at St. Andrews Auditorium in Mumbai, on March 3. Actor Omi Vaidya of
'3 Idiots' fame was part of the celebration. The event was aimed to
spread cheer among the kids and youth of Nareshwadi, an NGO working
towards suppression of malnutrition. Present at the event were also
representatives of Yuva, an NGO working for slum dwellers. The event
was an initiative as part of McDonalds' corporate social responsibility.
Sharing his views on the event, Arvind Singhal, Director-Marketing,
McDonald’s India (West and south), said, "For us, it’s not just an activity
but

the

way

of

making

our

consumer’s

life

more

enriching.”

The event provided a platform for kids to exhibit their talent in the
presence of Omi Vaidya. The event came to a close with 'Ronald
McDonald' crowning Omi with the happiness crown for his stunning act
to spread cheer among the kids.
The event was managed by Teapot Entertainment. Talking about the
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initiative, a spokesperson from Teapot said, "We have worked for
McDonalds in other cities for several activities. The brief for this
campaign was to bring 'chotti khushi' on face of kids. We associated
with the kids of Nareshwadi and the kids put up seven tribal
performances. Around 200 people attended the event. In future, we
look forward to doing many more activities for McDonalds."
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Har Chotti Khushi Ka celebration with McDonald’s India Infoline News
Service / 15:01, Mar 08, 2010
Celebrating the “Har Chotti Khushi Ka Celebration” in true king
size, a live onstage show anchored by famous RJ Tarana was
organized at St Andrews, Mumbai.

A baby’s first step, the first time you bunked class, your first holiday out
with friends, the first Valentines card you received, the look on your
mothers face when you gifted her your first salary, or the look of an
underprivileged child when he meets his favourite star – the small joys
of life such as these are what we often take for granted in our busy
lives. It is indeed a must to enjoy these small pleasures in life simply
because

there

aren’t

enough

of

the

big

ones

to

go

around.

Supplementing this thought, McDonald’s has launched an exciting
campaign called “Har Chotti Khushi Ka Celebration.” Designed to
position McDonald’s as the ideal venue and platform for every individual
to celebrate their little joys of life, the campaign focuses on the Chotti
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Khushi of celebrating with a delicious Happy Price Menu for just Rs. 20
onwards.
Celebrating the “Har Chotti Khushi Ka Celebration” in true king size, a
live onstage show anchored by famous RJ Tarana was organized at St
Andrews, Mumbai. Special personalities like Ronald McDonald, the iconic
Chief Happiness Officer and the Chamatkar man, Omi Vaidya of 3 Idiots
fame were also invited to join in this celebration and share thoughts of
what happiness meant to them personally and how they celebrate the
small joys of life.
The event which was aimed to spread cheer among the kids & youth of
Nareshwadi, an NGO working towards suppression of malnutrition
witnessed graceful and well choreographed tribal dance performances
by them. Present at the event were also representatives of YUVA, an
NGO working for slum dwellers. The day provided a perfect platform for
kids to exhibit their talent in the presence of Omi Vaidya, who later on
was witnessed joining the performance in high spirits, encouraging kids
and adding in to their daily dose of happiness. The event really left the
kids & youth from NGO’s with a smile of their face thus making them
celebrate their Chotti Khushi in a big way. The event came to a close
with Ronald McDonald crowning Omi with the happiness crown for his
stunning act to spread cheer among the kids.
Sharing his views on the event, Arvind Singhal, Director Marketing,
McDonald’s India (West & South) said that “In today’s hectic pace of
life, har choti khushi ka celebration needs to be a mantra for a fulfilling
life. For us, it’s not just a campaign line but the way of making our
consumer’s life more enriching - and McDonald’s provides consumers
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truly a chance to celebrate har choti khushi by offering dual benefit of
quick service and affordable pricing.”
McDonald’s founded its success in its strategy of Branded Affordability
and introduced the ‘Happy Price Menu’ of Rs. 20/ onwards in 2004. The
value initiative at McDonald's is all pervasive. At a time when food prices
are going through the roof McDonald’s has maintained its prices of Rs
20 onwards. The tremendous value benefit is enabled by McDonald’s
renowned

supply

chain

management

system

and

by

leveraging

economies, which helps minimize costs while maximizing value to
customers. McDonald’s strong back ward integration connects it directly
with various aspects of the business right up to the farm level, which
helps in increasing the productivity in terms of yields and helps the
brand manage costs. McDonald’s serves about 5 lakh of people every
single day, its business is about low margin and high volume which
helps in maintaining the price.
Branded affordability has creatively portrayed over the years by
engaging the audiences with memorable campaigns like - The ‘Bahanas’,
‘bees mein full dhamal’, ‘baap ke samane ka daam’ and now the latest
campaign of Har Chotti Khushi Ka celebration where it conveys the
message of celebrating small joys does not take much, come and
celebrate with McDonald’s with menu offerings of Rs 20 onwards only.
McDonald’s 'Happy Price Menu’ has been a favourite among the
consumers since its launch. Happy Price Menu includes popular products
like McAloo Tikki, McPuff Pizza and Salad Sandwich, medium fries, coke
float, etc., among others. These products are available across all
McDonald’s restaurants.
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McDonald’s Celebrates Small Joys of Life with NGO Kids
Omi Vaidya Along with Ronald McDonald Spreading
Smiles at Har Chotti Khushi Ka Celebration
Mumbai, Maharashtra, India -- (Business Wire India) -- Monday, March
08, 2010 4:40:00 PM
A baby’s first step, the first time you bunked class, your first holiday out
with friends, the first Valentines card you received, the look on your
mothers face when you gifted her your first salary, or the look of an
underprivileged child when he meets his favourite star – the small joys
of life such as these are what we often take for granted in our busy
lives. It is indeed a must to enjoy these small pleasures in life simply
because

there

aren’t

enough

of

the

big

ones

to

go

around.

Supplementing this thought, McDonald’s has launched an exciting
campaign called “Har Chotti Khushi Ka Celebration.” Designed to
position McDonald’s as the ideal venue and platform for every individual
to celebrate their little joys of life, the campaign focuses on the Chotti
Khushi of celebrating with a delicious Happy Price Menu for just Rs. 20
onwards.
Celebrating the “Har Chotti Khushi Ka Celebration” in true king size, a
live onstage show anchored by famous RJ Tarana was organized at St
Andrews, Mumbai. Special personalities like Ronald McDonald, the iconic
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Chief Happiness Officer and the Chamatkar man, Omi Vaidya of 3 Idiots
fame were also invited to join in this celebration and share thoughts of
what happiness meant to them personally and how they celebrate the
small joys of life.
The event which was aimed to spread cheer among the kids & youth of
Nareshwadi, an NGO working towards suppression of malnutrition
witnessed graceful and well choreographed tribal dance performances
by them. Present at the event were also representatives of YUVA, an
NGO working for slum dwellers. The day provided a perfect platform for
kids to exhibit their talent in the presence of Omi Vaidya, who later on
was witnessed joining the performance in high spirits, encouraging kids
and adding in to their daily dose of happiness. The event really left the
kids & youth from NGO’s with a smile of their face thus making them
celebrate their Chotti Khushi in a big way. The event came to a close
with Ronald McDonald crowning Omi with the happiness crown for his
stunning

act

to

spread

cheer

among

the

kids.

Sharing his views on the event, Arvind Singhal, Director Marketing,
McDonald’s India (West & South) said that “In today’s hectic pace of
life, har choti khushi ka celebration needs to be a mantra for a fulfilling
life. For us, it’s not just a campaign line but the way of making our
consumer’s life more enriching - and McDonald’s provides consumers
truly a chance to celebrate har choti khushi by offering dual benefit of
quick service and affordable pricing.”
McDonald’s founded its success in its strategy of Branded Affordability
and introduced the ‘Happy Price Menu’ of Rs. 20/ onwards in 2004. The
value initiative at McDonald's is all pervasive. At a time when food prices
are going through the roof McDonald’s has maintained its prices of Rs
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20 onwards. The tremendous value benefit is enabled by McDonald’s
renowned

supply

chain

management

system

and

by

leveraging

economies, which helps minimize costs while maximizing value to
customers. McDonald’s strong back ward integration connects it directly
with various aspects of the business right up to the farm level, which
helps in increasing the productivity in terms of yields and helps the
brand manage costs. McDonald’s serves about 5 lakh of people every
single day, its business is about low margin and high volume which
helps in maintaining the price.
Branded affordability has creatively portrayed over the years by
engaging the audiences with memorable campaigns like - The ‘Bahanas’,
‘bees mein full dhamal’, ‘baap ke samane ka daam’ and now the latest
campaign of Har Chotti Khushi Ka celebration where it conveys the
message of celebrating small joys does not take much, come and
celebrate with McDonald’s with menu offerings of Rs 20 onwards only.
McDonald’s 'Happy Price Menu’ has been a favourite among the
consumers since its launch. Happy Price Menu includes popular products
like McAloo Tikki™, McPuff Pizza™ and Salad Sandwich™, medium fries,
coke float, etc., among others. These products are available across all
McDonald’s restaurants.
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McDonald’s Celebrates Small Joys of Life with NGO Kids
08 Mar 2010 - 4:40 PM

A baby’s first step, the first time you bunked class, your first holiday out
with friends, the first Valentines card you received, the look on your
mothers face when you gifted her your first salary, or the look of an
underprivileged child when he meets his favourite star – the small joys
of life such as these are what we often take for granted in our busy
lives. It is indeed a must to enjoy these small pleasures in life simply
because

there

aren’t

enough

of

the

big

ones

to

go

around.

Supplementing this thought, McDonald’s has launched an exciting
campaign called “Har Chotti Khushi Ka Celebration.” Designed to
position McDonald’s as the ideal venue and platform for every individual
to celebrate their little joys of life, the campaign focuses on the Chotti
Khushi of celebrating with a delicious Happy Price Menu for just Rs. 20
onwards.
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Celebrating the “Har Chotti Khushi Ka Celebration” in true king size, a
live onstage show anchored by famous RJ Tarana was organized at St
Andrews, Mumbai. Special personalities like Ronald McDonald, the iconic
Chief Happiness Officer and the Chamatkar man, Omi Vaidya of 3 Idiots
fame were also invited to join in this celebration and share thoughts of
what happiness meant to them personally and how they celebrate the
small joys of life.
The event which was aimed to spread cheer among the kids & youth of
Nareshwadi, an NGO working towards suppression of malnutrition
witnessed graceful and well choreographed tribal dance performances
by them. Present at the event were also representatives of YUVA, an
NGO working for slum dwellers. The day provided a perfect platform for
kids to exhibit their talent in the presence of Omi Vaidya, who later on
was witnessed joining the performance in high spirits, encouraging kids
and adding in to their daily dose of happiness. The event really left the
kids & youth from NGO’s with a smile of their face thus making them
celebrate their Chotti Khushi in a big way. The event came to a close
with Ronald McDonald crowning Omi with the happiness crown for his
stunning act to spread cheer among the kids.
Sharing his views on the event, Arvind Singhal, Director Marketing,
McDonald’s India (West & South) said that “In today’s hectic pace of
life, har choti khushi ka celebration needs to be a mantra for a fulfilling
life. For us, it’s not just a campaign line but the way of making our
consumer’s life more enriching - and McDonald’s provides consumers
truly a chance to celebrate har choti khushi by offering dual benefit of
quick service and affordable pricing.”
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McDonald’s founded its success in its strategy of Branded Affordability
and introduced the ‘Happy Price Menu’ of Rs. 20/ onwards in 2004. The
value initiative at McDonald's is all pervasive. At a time when food prices
are going through the roof McDonald’s has maintained its prices of Rs
20 onwards. The tremendous value benefit is enabled by McDonald’s
renowned

supply

chain

management

system

and

by

leveraging

economies, which helps minimize costs while maximizing value to
customers. McDonald’s strong back ward integration connects it directly
with various aspects of the business right up to the farm level, which
helps in increasing the productivity in terms of yields and helps the
brand manage costs. McDonald’s serves about 5 lakh of people every
single day, its business is about low margin and high volume which
helps in maintaining the price.
Branded affordability has creatively portrayed over the years by
engaging the audiences with memorable campaigns like - The ‘Bahanas’,
‘bees mein full dhamal’, ‘baap ke samane ka daam’ and now the latest
campaign of Har Chotti Khushi Ka celebration where it conveys the
message of celebrating small joys does not take much, come and
celebrate with McDonald’s with menu offerings of Rs 20 onwards only.
McDonald’s 'Happy Price Menu’ has been a favourite among the
consumers since its launch. Happy Price Menu includes popular products
like McAloo Tikki™, McPuff Pizza™ and Salad Sandwich™, medium fries,
coke float, etc., among others. These products are available across all
McDonald’s restaurants.
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McDonald’s Celebrates Small Joys of Life with NGO Kids
Mumbai, Maharashtra, India (Monday, March 08, 2010
04:40:00 PM)

A baby’s first step, the first time you bunked class, your first holiday out
with friends, the first Valentines card you received, the look on your
mothers face when you gifted her your first salary, or the look of an
underprivileged child when he meets his favourite star – the small joys
of life such as these are what we often take for granted in our busy
lives. It is indeed a must to enjoy these small pleasures in life simply
because

there

aren’t

enough

of

the

big

ones

to

go

around.

Supplementing this thought, McDonald’s has launched an exciting
campaign called “Har Chotti Khushi Ka Celebration.” Designed to
position McDonald’s as the ideal venue and platform for every individual
to celebrate their little joys of life, the campaign focuses on the Chotti
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Khushi of celebrating with a delicious Happy Price Menu for just Rs. 20
onwards.
Celebrating the “Har Chotti Khushi Ka Celebration” in true king size, a
live onstage show anchored by famous RJ Tarana was organized at St
Andrews, Mumbai. Special personalities like Ronald McDonald, the iconic
Chief Happiness Officer and the Chamatkar man, Omi Vaidya of 3 Idiots
fame were also invited to join in this celebration and share thoughts of
what happiness meant to them personally and how they celebrate the
small joys of life.
The event which was aimed to spread cheer among the kids & youth of
Nareshwadi, an NGO working towards suppression of malnutrition
witnessed graceful and well choreographed tribal dance performances
by them. Present at the event were also representatives of YUVA, an
NGO working for slum dwellers. The day provided a perfect platform for
kids to exhibit their talent in the presence of Omi Vaidya, who later on
was witnessed joining the performance in high spirits, encouraging kids
and adding in to their daily dose of happiness. The event really left the
kids & youth from NGO’s with a smile of their face thus making them
celebrate their Chotti Khushi in a big way. The event came to a close
with Ronald McDonald crowning Omi with the happiness crown for his
stunning act to spread cheer among the kids.
Sharing his views on the event, Arvind Singhal, Director Marketing,
McDonald’s India (West & South) said that “In today’s hectic pace of
life, har choti khushi ka celebration needs to be a mantra for a fulfilling
life. For us, it’s not just a campaign line but the way of making our
consumer’s life more enriching - and McDonald’s provides consumers
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truly a chance to celebrate har choti khushi by offering dual benefit of
quick service and affordable pricing.”
McDonald’s founded its success in its strategy of Branded Affordability
and introduced the ‘Happy Price Menu’ of Rs. 20/ onwards in 2004. The
value initiative at McDonald's is all pervasive. At a time when food prices
are going through the roof McDonald’s has maintained its prices of Rs
20 onwards. The tremendous value benefit is enabled by McDonald’s
renowned

supply

chain

management

system

and

by

leveraging

economies, which helps minimize costs while maximizing value to
customers. McDonald’s strong back ward integration connects it directly
with various aspects of the business right up to the farm level, which
helps in increasing the productivity in terms of yields and helps the
brand manage costs. McDonald’s serves about 5 lakh of people every
single day, its business is about low margin and high volume which
helps in maintaining the price.
Branded affordability has creatively portrayed over the years by
engaging the audiences with memorable campaigns like - The ‘Bahanas’,
‘bees mein full dhamal’, ‘baap ke samane ka daam’ and now the latest
campaign of Har Chotti Khushi Ka celebration where it conveys the
message of celebrating small joys does not take much, come and
celebrate with McDonald’s with menu offerings of Rs 20 onwards only.
McDonald’s 'Happy Price Menu’ has been a favourite among the
consumers since its launch. Happy Price Menu includes popular products
like McAloo Tikki™, McPuff Pizza™ and Salad Sandwich™, medium fries,
coke float, etc., among others. These products are available across all
McDonald’s restaurants.
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McDonald’s Celebrates Small Joys of Life with NGO Kids
Omi Vaidya Along with Ronald McDonald Spreading Smiles at Har Chotti
Khushi Ka Celebration

A baby’s first step, the first time you bunked class, your first holiday out
with friends, the first Valentines card you received, the look on your
mothers face when you gifted her your first salary, or the look of an
underprivileged child when he meets his favourite star – the small joys
of life such as these are what we often take for granted in our busy
lives. It is indeed a must to enjoy these small pleasures in life simply
because

there

aren’t

enough

of

the

big

ones

to

go

around.

Supplementing this thought, McDonald’s has launched an exciting
campaign called “Har Chotti Khushi Ka Celebration.” Designed to
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position McDonald’s as the ideal venue and platform for every individual
to celebrate their little joys of life, the campaign focuses on the Chotti
Khushi of celebrating with a delicious Happy Price Menu for just Rs. 20
onwards.
Celebrating the “Har Chotti Khushi Ka Celebration” in true king size, a
live onstage show anchored by famous RJ Tarana was organized at St
Andrews, Mumbai. Special personalities like Ronald McDonald, the iconic
Chief Happiness Officer and the Chamatkar man, Omi Vaidya of 3 Idiots
fame were also invited to join in this celebration and share thoughts of
what happiness meant to them personally and how they celebrate the
small joys of life.
The event which was aimed to spread cheer among the kids & youth of
Nareshwadi, an NGO working towards suppression of malnutrition
witnessed graceful and well choreographed tribal dance performances
by them. Present at the event were also representatives of YUVA, an
NGO working for slum dwellers. The day provided a perfect platform for
kids to exhibit their talent in the presence of Omi Vaidya, who later on
was witnessed joining the performance in high spirits, encouraging kids
and adding in to their daily dose of happiness. The event really left the
kids & youth from NGO’s with a smile of their face thus making them
celebrate their Chotti Khushi in a big way. The event came to a close
with Ronald McDonald crowning Omi with the happiness crown for his
stunning act to spread cheer among the kids.
Sharing his views on the event, Arvind Singhal, Director Marketing,
McDonald’s India (West & South) said that “In today’s hectic pace of
life, har choti khushi ka celebration needs to be a mantra for a fulfilling
life. For us, it’s not just a campaign line but the way of making our
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consumer’s life more enriching - and McDonald’s provides consumers
truly a chance to celebrate har choti khushi by offering dual benefit of
quick service and affordable pricing.”
McDonald’s founded its success in its strategy of Branded Affordability
and introduced the ‘Happy Price Menu’ of Rs. 20/ onwards in 2004. The
value initiative at McDonald's is all pervasive. At a time when food prices
are going through the roof McDonald’s has maintained its prices of Rs
20 onwards. The tremendous value benefit is enabled by McDonald’s
renowned

supply

chain

management

system

and

by

leveraging

economies, which helps minimize costs while maximizing value to
customers. McDonald’s strong back ward integration connects it directly
with various aspects of the business right up to the farm level, which
helps in increasing the productivity in terms of yields and helps the
brand manage costs. McDonald’s serves about 5 lakh of people every
single day, its business is about low margin and high volume which
helps in maintaining the price.
Branded affordability has creatively portrayed over the years by
engaging the audiences with memorable campaigns like - The ‘Bahanas’,
‘bees mein full dhamal’, ‘baap ke samane ka daam’ and now the latest
campaign of Har Chotti Khushi Ka celebration where it conveys the
message of celebrating small joys does not take much, come and
celebrate with McDonald’s with menu offerings of Rs 20 onwards only.
McDonald’s 'Happy Price Menu’ has been a favourite among the
consumers since its launch. Happy Price Menu includes popular products
like McAloo Tikki™, McPuff Pizza™ and Salad Sandwich™, medium fries,
coke float, etc., among others. These products are available across all
McDonald’s restaurants.
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McDonald’s Celebrates Small Joys of Life with NGO Kids
Omi Vaidya Along with Ronald McDonald Spreading Smiles at Har Chotti
Khushi Ka Celebration
Mumbai, Maharashtra, India -- (Business Wire India) -- Monday, March
08, 2010 4:40:00 PM
A baby’s first step, the first time you bunked class, your first holiday out
with friends, the first Valentines card you received, the look on your
mothers face when you gifted her your first salary, or the look of an
underprivileged child when he meets his favourite star – the small joys
of life such as these are what we often take for granted in our busy
lives. It is indeed a must to enjoy these small pleasures in life simply
because

there

aren’t

enough

of

the

big

ones

to

go

around.

Supplementing this thought, McDonald’s has launched an exciting
campaign called “Har Chotti Khushi Ka Celebration.” Designed to
position McDonald’s as the ideal venue and platform for every individual
to celebrate their little joys of life, the campaign focuses on the Chotti
Khushi of celebrating with a delicious Happy Price Menu for just Rs. 20
onwards.
Celebrating the “Har Chotti Khushi Ka Celebration” in true king size, a
live onstage show anchored by famous RJ Tarana was organized at St
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Andrews, Mumbai. Special personalities like Ronald McDonald, the iconic
Chief Happiness Officer and the Chamatkar man, Omi Vaidya of 3 Idiots
fame were also invited to join in this celebration and share thoughts of
what happiness meant to them personally and how they celebrate the
small joys of life.
The event which was aimed to spread cheer among the kids & youth of
Nareshwadi, an NGO working towards suppression of malnutrition
witnessed graceful and well choreographed tribal dance performances
by them. Present at the event were also representatives of YUVA, an
NGO working for slum dwellers. The day provided a perfect platform for
kids to exhibit their talent in the presence of Omi Vaidya, who later on
was witnessed joining the performance in high spirits, encouraging kids
and adding in to their daily dose of happiness. The event really left the
kids & youth from NGO’s with a smile of their face thus making them
celebrate their Chotti Khushi in a big way. The event came to a close
with Ronald McDonald crowning Omi with the happiness crown for his
stunning act to spread cheer among the kids.
Sharing his views on the event, Arvind Singhal, Director Marketing,
McDonald’s India (West & South) said that “In today’s hectic pace of
life, har choti khushi ka celebration needs to be a mantra for a fulfilling
life. For us, it’s not just a campaign line but the way of making our
consumer’s life more enriching - and McDonald’s provides consumers
truly a chance to celebrate har choti khushi by offering dual benefit of
quick service and affordable pricing.”
McDonald’s founded its success in its strategy of Branded Affordability
and introduced the ‘Happy Price Menu’ of Rs. 20/ onwards in 2004. The
value initiative at McDonald's is all pervasive. At a time when food prices
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are going through the roof McDonald’s has maintained its prices of Rs
20 onwards. The tremendous value benefit is enabled by McDonald’s
renowned

supply

chain

management

system

and

by

leveraging

economies, which helps minimize costs while maximizing value to
customers. McDonald’s strong back ward integration connects it directly
with various aspects of the business right up to the farm level, which
helps in increasing the productivity in terms of yields and helps the
brand manage costs. McDonald’s serves about 5 lakh of people every
single day, its business is about low margin and high volume which
helps in maintaining the price.
Branded affordability has creatively portrayed over the years by
engaging the audiences with memorable campaigns like - The ‘Bahanas’,
‘bees mein full dhamal’, ‘baap ke samane ka daam’ and now the latest
campaign of Har Chotti Khushi Ka celebration where it conveys the
message of celebrating small joys does not take much, come and
celebrate with McDonald’s with menu offerings of Rs 20 onwards only.
McDonald’s 'Happy Price Menu’ has been a favourite among the
consumers since its launch. Happy Price Menu includes popular products
like McAloo Tikki™, McPuff Pizza™ and Salad Sandwich™, medium fries,
coke float, etc., among others. These products are available across all
McDonald’s restaurants.
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McDonald’s Celebrates Small Joys of Life with NGO Kids
Omi Vaidya Along with Ronald McDonald Spreading Smiles at Har Chotti
Khushi Ka Celebration

Mumbai, Maharashtra, India -- (Business Wire India) -Monday, March 08, 2010 4:40:00 PM

A baby’s first step, the first time you bunked class, your first holiday out
with friends, the first Valentines card you received, the look on your
mothers face when you gifted her your first salary, or the look of an
underprivileged child when he meets his favourite star – the small joys
of life such as these are what we often take for granted in our busy
lives. It is indeed a must to enjoy these small pleasures in life simply
because

there

aren’t

enough

of

the

big

ones

to

go

around.

Supplementing this thought, McDonald’s has launched an exciting
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campaign called “Har Chotti Khushi Ka Celebration.” Designed to
position McDonald’s as the ideal venue and platform for every individual
to celebrate their little joys of life, the campaign focuses on the Chotti
Khushi of celebrating with a delicious Happy Price Menu for just Rs. 20
onwards.
Celebrating the “Har Chotti Khushi Ka Celebration” in true king size, a
live onstage show anchored by famous RJ Tarana was organized at St
Andrews, Mumbai. Special personalities like Ronald McDonald, the iconic
Chief Happiness Officer and the Chamatkar man, Omi Vaidya of 3 Idiots
fame were also invited to join in this celebration and share thoughts of
what happiness meant to them personally and how they celebrate the
small joys of life.
The event which was aimed to spread cheer among the kids & youth of
Nareshwadi, an NGO working towards suppression of malnutrition
witnessed graceful and well choreographed tribal dance performances
by them. Present at the event were also representatives of YUVA, an
NGO working for slum dwellers. The day provided a perfect platform for
kids to exhibit their talent in the presence of Omi Vaidya, who later on
was witnessed joining the performance in high spirits, encouraging kids
and adding in to their daily dose of happiness. The event really left the
kids & youth from NGO’s with a smile of their face thus making them
celebrate their Chotti Khushi in a big way. The event came to a close
with Ronald McDonald crowning Omi with the happiness crown for his
stunning act to spread cheer among the kids.
Sharing his views on the event, Arvind Singhal, Director Marketing,
McDonald’s India (West & South) said that “In today’s hectic pace of
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life, har choti khushi ka celebration needs to be a mantra for a fulfilling
life. For us, it’s not just a campaign line but the way of making our
consumer’s life more enriching - and McDonald’s provides consumers
truly a chance to celebrate har choti khushi by offering dual benefit of
quick service and affordable pricing.”
McDonald’s founded its success in its strategy of Branded Affordability
and introduced the ‘Happy Price Menu’ of Rs. 20/ onwards in 2004. The
value initiative at McDonald's is all pervasive. At a time when food prices
are going through the roof McDonald’s has maintained its prices of Rs
20 onwards. The tremendous value benefit is enabled by McDonald’s
renowned

supply

chain

management

system

and

by

leveraging

economies, which helps minimize costs while maximizing value to
customers. McDonald’s strong back ward integration connects it directly
with various aspects of the business right up to the farm level, which
helps in increasing the productivity in terms of yields and helps the
brand manage costs. McDonald’s serves about 5 lakh of people every
single day, its business is about low margin and high volume which
helps in maintaining the price.
Branded affordability has creatively portrayed over the years by
engaging the audiences with memorable campaigns like - The ‘Bahanas’,
‘bees mein full dhamal’, ‘baap ke samane ka daam’ and now the latest
campaign of Har Chotti Khushi Ka celebration where it conveys the
message of celebrating small joys does not take much, come and
celebrate with McDonald’s with menu offerings of Rs 20 onwards only.
McDonald’s 'Happy Price Menu’ has been a favourite among the
consumers since its launch. Happy Price Menu includes popular products
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like McAloo Tikki™, McPuff Pizza™ and Salad Sandwich™, medium fries,
coke float, etc., among others. These products are available across all
McDonald’s restaurants.
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McDonald’s Celebrates Small Joys of Life with NGO Kids

Omi Vaidya Along with Ronald McDonald Spreading Smiles at Har Chotti
Khushi Ka Celebration
Mumbai, Maharashtra, India -- Monday, March 08, 2010 4:40:00 PM

A baby’s first step, the first time you bunked class, your first holiday out
with friends, the first Valentines card you received, the look on your
mothers face when you gifted her your first salary, or the look of an
underprivileged child when he meets his favourite star – the small joys
of life such as these are what we often take for granted in our busy
lives. It is indeed a must to enjoy these small pleasures in life simply
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Supplementing this thought, McDonald’s has launched an exciting
campaign called “Har Chotti Khushi Ka Celebration.” Designed to
position McDonald’s as the ideal venue and platform for every individual
to celebrate their little joys of life, the campaign focuses on the Chotti
Khushi of celebrating with a delicious Happy Price Menu for just Rs. 20
onwards.
Celebrating the “Har Chotti Khushi Ka Celebration” in true king size, a
live onstage show anchored by famous RJ Tarana was organized at St
Andrews, Mumbai. Special personalities like Ronald McDonald, the iconic
Chief Happiness Officer and the Chamatkar man, Omi Vaidya of 3 Idiots
fame were also invited to join in this celebration and share thoughts of
what happiness meant to them personally and how they celebrate the
small joys of life.
The event which was aimed to spread cheer among the kids & youth of
Nareshwadi, an NGO working towards suppression of malnutrition
witnessed graceful and well choreographed tribal dance performances
by them. Present at the event were also representatives of YUVA, an
NGO working for slum dwellers. The day provided a perfect platform for
kids to exhibit their talent in the presence of Omi Vaidya, who later on
was witnessed joining the performance in high spirits, encouraging kids
and adding in to their daily dose of happiness. The event really left the
kids & youth from NGO’s with a smile of their face thus making them
celebrate their Chotti Khushi in a big way. The event came to a close
with Ronald McDonald crowning Omi with the happiness crown for his
stunning act to spread cheer among the kids.
Sharing his views on the event, Arvind Singhal, Director Marketing,
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McDonald’s India (West & South) said that “In today’s hectic pace of
life, har choti khushi ka celebration needs to be a mantra for a fulfilling
life. For us, it’s not just a campaign line but the way of making our
consumer’s life more enriching - and McDonald’s provides consumers
truly a chance to celebrate har choti khushi by offering dual benefit of
quick service and affordable pricing.”
McDonald’s founded its success in its strategy of Branded Affordability
and introduced the ‘Happy Price Menu’ of Rs. 20/ onwards in 2004. The
value initiative at McDonald's is all pervasive. At a time when food prices
are going through the roof McDonald’s has maintained its prices of Rs
20 onwards. The tremendous value benefit is enabled by McDonald’s
renowned

supply

chain

management

system

and

by

leveraging

economies, which helps minimize costs while maximizing value to
customers. McDonald’s strong back ward integration connects it directly
with various aspects of the business right up to the farm level, which
helps in increasing the productivity in terms of yields and helps the
brand manage costs. McDonald’s serves about 5 lakh of people every
single day, its business is about low margin and high volume which
helps in maintaining the price.
Branded affordability has creatively portrayed over the years by
engaging the audiences with memorable campaigns like - The ‘Bahanas’,
‘bees mein full dhamal’, ‘baap ke samane ka daam’ and now the latest
campaign of Har Chotti Khushi Ka celebration where it conveys the
message of celebrating small joys does not take much, come and
celebrate with McDonald’s with menu offerings of Rs 20 onwards only.
McDonald’s 'Happy Price Menu’ has been a favourite among the
consumers since its launch. Happy Price Menu includes popular products
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like McAloo Tikki™, McPuff Pizza™ and Salad Sandwich™, medium fries,
coke float, etc., among others. These products are available across all
McDonald’s restaurants.
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McDonald’s Celebrates Small Joys of Life with NGO Kids
Omi Vaidya Along with Ronald McDonald Spreading Smiles at Har Chotti
Khushi Ka Celebration

Mumbai, Maharashtra, India -- (Business Wire India) -- Monday, March
08, 2010 4:40:00 PM
A baby’s first step, the first time you bunked class, your first holiday out
with friends, the first Valentines card you received, the look on your
mothers face when you gifted her your first salary, or the look of an
underprivileged child when he meets his favourite star – the small joys
of life such as these are what we often take for granted in our busy
lives. It is indeed a must to enjoy these small pleasures in life simply
because

there

aren’t

enough

of

the

big

ones

to

go

around.
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Supplementing this thought, McDonald’s has launched an exciting
campaign called “Har Chotti Khushi Ka Celebration.” Designed to
position McDonald’s as the ideal venue and platform for every individual
to celebrate their little joys of life, the campaign focuses on the Chotti
Khushi of celebrating with a delicious Happy Price Menu for just Rs. 20
onwards.
Celebrating the “Har Chotti Khushi Ka Celebration” in true king size, a
live onstage show anchored by famous RJ Tarana was organized at St
Andrews, Mumbai. Special personalities like Ronald McDonald, the iconic
Chief Happiness Officer and the Chamatkar man, Omi Vaidya of 3 Idiots
fame were also invited to join in this celebration and share thoughts of
what happiness meant to them personally and how they celebrate the
small joys of life.
The event which was aimed to spread cheer among the kids & youth of
Nareshwadi, an NGO working towards suppression of malnutrition
witnessed graceful and well choreographed tribal dance performances
by them. Present at the event were also representatives of YUVA, an
NGO working for slum dwellers. The day provided a perfect platform for
kids to exhibit their talent in the presence of Omi Vaidya, who later on
was witnessed joining the performance in high spirits, encouraging kids
and adding in to their daily dose of happiness. The event really left the
kids & youth from NGO’s with a smile of their face thus making them
celebrate their Chotti Khushi in a big way. The event came to a close
with Ronald McDonald crowning Omi with the happiness crown for his
stunning act to spread cheer among the kids.
Sharing his views on the event, Arvind Singhal, Director Marketing,
McDonald’s India (West & South) said that “In today’s hectic pace of
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life, har choti khushi ka celebration needs to be a mantra for a fulfilling
life. For us, it’s not just a campaign line but the way of making our
consumer’s life more enriching - and McDonald’s provides consumers
truly a chance to celebrate har choti khushi by offering dual benefit of
quick service and affordable pricing.”
McDonald’s founded its success in its strategy of Branded Affordability
and introduced the ‘Happy Price Menu’ of Rs. 20/ onwards in 2004. The
value initiative at McDonald's is all pervasive. At a time when food prices
are going through the roof McDonald’s has maintained its prices of Rs
20 onwards. The tremendous value benefit is enabled by McDonald’s
renowned

supply

chain

management

system

and

by

leveraging

economies, which helps minimize costs while maximizing value to
customers. McDonald’s strong back ward integration connects it directly
with various aspects of the business right up to the farm level, which
helps in increasing the productivity in terms of yields and helps the
brand manage costs. McDonald’s serves about 5 lakh of people every
single day, its business is about low margin and high volume which
helps in maintaining the price.
Branded affordability has creatively portrayed over the years by
engaging the audiences with memorable campaigns like - The ‘Bahanas’,
‘bees mein full dhamal’, ‘baap ke samane ka daam’ and now the latest
campaign of Har Chotti Khushi Ka celebration where it conveys the
message of celebrating small joys does not take much, come and
celebrate with McDonald’s with menu offerings of Rs 20 onwards only.
McDonald’s 'Happy Price Menu’ has been a favourite among the
consumers since its launch. Happy Price Menu includes popular products
like McAloo Tikki™, McPuff Pizza™ and Salad Sandwich™, medium fries,
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coke float, etc., among others. These products are available across all
McDonald’s restaurants.
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McDonald’s Celebrates Small Joys of Life with NGO Kids
Omi Vaidya Along with Ronald McDonald Spreading Smiles at Har Chotti
Khushi Ka Celebration

Mumbai, Maharashtra, India, Monday, March 08, 2010 -- (Business Wire
India)
A baby’s first step, the first time you bunked class, your first holiday out
with friends, the first Valentines card you received, the look on your
mothers face when you gifted her your first salary, or the look of an
underprivileged child when he meets his favourite star – the small joys
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of life such as these are what we often take for granted in our busy
lives. It is indeed a must to enjoy these small pleasures in life simply
because

there

aren’t

enough

of

the

big

ones

to

go

around.

Supplementing this thought, McDonald’s has launched an exciting
campaign called “Har Chotti Khushi Ka Celebration.” Designed to
position McDonald’s as the ideal venue and platform for every individual
to celebrate their little joys of life, the campaign focuses on the Chotti
Khushi of celebrating with a delicious Happy Price Menu for just Rs. 20
onwards.
Celebrating the “Har Chotti Khushi Ka Celebration” in true king size, a
live onstage show anchored by famous RJ Tarana was organized at St
Andrews, Mumbai. Special personalities like Ronald McDonald, the iconic
Chief Happiness Officer and the Chamatkar man, Omi Vaidya of 3 Idiots
fame were also invited to join in this celebration and share thoughts of
what happiness meant to them personally and how they celebrate the
small joys of life.
The event which was aimed to spread cheer among the kids & youth of
Nareshwadi, an NGO working towards suppression of malnutrition
witnessed graceful and well choreographed tribal dance performances
by them. Present at the event were also representatives of YUVA, an
NGO working for slum dwellers. The day provided a perfect platform for
kids to exhibit their talent in the presence of Omi Vaidya, who later on
was witnessed joining the performance in high spirits, encouraging kids
and adding in to their daily dose of happiness. The event really left the
kids & youth from NGO’s with a smile of their face thus making them
celebrate their Chotti Khushi in a big way. The event came to a close
with Ronald McDonald crowning Omi with the happiness crown for his
stunning act to spread cheer among the kids.
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Sharing his views on the event, Arvind Singhal, Director Marketing,
McDonald’s India (West & South) said that “In today’s hectic pace of
life, har choti khushi ka celebration needs to be a mantra for a fulfilling
life. For us, it’s not just a campaign line but the way of making our
consumer’s life more enriching - and McDonald’s provides consumers
truly a chance to celebrate har choti khushi by offering dual benefit of
quick service and affordable pricing.”
McDonald’s founded its success in its strategy of Branded Affordability
and introduced the ‘Happy Price Menu’ of Rs. 20/ onwards in 2004. The
value initiative at McDonald's is all pervasive. At a time when food prices
are going through the roof McDonald’s has maintained its prices of Rs
20 onwards. The tremendous value benefit is enabled by McDonald’s
renowned

supply

chain

management

system

and

by

leveraging

economies, which helps minimize costs while maximizing value to
customers. McDonald’s strong back ward integration connects it directly
with various aspects of the business right up to the farm level, which
helps in increasing the productivity in terms of yields and helps the
brand manage costs. McDonald’s serves about 5 lakh of people every
single day, its business is about low margin and high volume which
helps in maintaining the price.
Branded affordability has creatively portrayed over the years by
engaging the audiences with memorable campaigns like - The ‘Bahanas’,
‘bees mein full dhamal’, ‘baap ke samane ka daam’ and now the latest
campaign of Har Chotti Khushi Ka celebration where it conveys the
message of celebrating small joys does not take much, come and
celebrate with McDonald’s with menu offerings of Rs 20 onwards only.
McDonald’s 'Happy Price Menu’ has been a favourite among the
consumers since its launch. Happy Price Menu includes popular products
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like McAloo Tikki™, McPuff Pizza™ and Salad Sandwich™, medium fries,
coke float, etc., among others. These products are available across all
McDonald’s restaurants.
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McDonald’s Celebrates Small Joys of Life with NGO Kids
Omi Vaidya Along with Ronald McDonald Spreading Smiles at Har Chotti
Khushi Ka Celebration

Mumbai, Maharashtra, India -- (Business Wire India) -- Monday, March
08, 2010 4:40:00 PM
A baby’s first step, the first time you bunked class, your first holiday out
with friends, the first Valentines card you received, the look on your
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mothers face when you gifted her your first salary, or the look of an
underprivileged child when he meets his favourite star – the small joys
of life such as these are what we often take for granted in our busy
lives. It is indeed a must to enjoy these small pleasures in life simply
because

there

aren’t

enough

of

the

big

ones

to

go

around.

Supplementing this thought, McDonald’s has launched an exciting
campaign called “Har Chotti Khushi Ka Celebration.” Designed to
position McDonald’s as the ideal venue and platform for every individual
to celebrate their little joys of life, the campaign focuses on the Chotti
Khushi of celebrating with a delicious Happy Price Menu for just Rs. 20
onwards.
Celebrating the “Har Chotti Khushi Ka Celebration” in true king size, a
live onstage show anchored by famous RJ Tarana was organized at St
Andrews, Mumbai. Special personalities like Ronald McDonald, the iconic
Chief Happiness Officer and the Chamatkar man, Omi Vaidya of 3 Idiots
fame were also invited to join in this celebration and share thoughts of
what happiness meant to them personally and how they celebrate the
small joys of life.
The event which was aimed to spread cheer among the kids & youth of
Nareshwadi, an NGO working towards suppression of malnutrition
witnessed graceful and well choreographed tribal dance performances
by them. Present at the event were also representatives of YUVA, an
NGO working for slum dwellers. The day provided a perfect platform for
kids to exhibit their talent in the presence of Omi Vaidya, who later on
was witnessed joining the performance in high spirits, encouraging kids
and adding in to their daily dose of happiness. The event really left the
kids & youth from NGO’s with a smile of their face thus making them
celebrate their Chotti Khushi in a big way. The event came to a close
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with Ronald McDonald crowning Omi with the happiness crown for his
stunning act to spread cheer among the kids.
Sharing his views on the event, Arvind Singhal, Director Marketing,
McDonald’s India (West & South) said that “In today’s hectic pace of
life, har choti khushi ka celebration needs to be a mantra for a fulfilling
life. For us, it’s not just a campaign line but the way of making our
consumer’s life more enriching - and McDonald’s provides consumers
truly a chance to celebrate har choti khushi by offering dual benefit of
quick service and affordable pricing.”
McDonald’s founded its success in its strategy of Branded Affordability
and introduced the ‘Happy Price Menu’ of Rs. 20/ onwards in 2004. The
value initiative at McDonald's is all pervasive. At a time when food prices
are going through the roof McDonald’s has maintained its prices of Rs
20 onwards. The tremendous value benefit is enabled by McDonald’s
renowned

supply

chain

management

system

and

by

leveraging

economies, which helps minimize costs while maximizing value to
customers. McDonald’s strong back ward integration connects it directly
with various aspects of the business right up to the farm level, which
helps in increasing the productivity in terms of yields and helps the
brand manage costs. McDonald’s serves about 5 lakh of people every
single day, its business is about low margin and high volume which
helps in maintaining the price.
Branded affordability has creatively portrayed over the years by
engaging the audiences with memorable campaigns like - The ‘Bahanas’,
‘bees mein full dhamal’, ‘baap ke samane ka daam’ and now the latest
campaign of Har Chotti Khushi Ka celebration where it conveys the
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message of celebrating small joys does not take much, come and
celebrate with McDonald’s with menu offerings of Rs 20 onwards only.
McDonald’s 'Happy Price Menu’ has been a favourite among the
consumers since its launch. Happy Price Menu includes popular products
like McAloo Tikki™, McPuff Pizza™ and Salad Sandwich™, medium fries,
coke float, etc., among others. These products are available across all
McDonald’s restaurants.
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McDonald’s Celebrates Small Joys of Life with NGO Kids
Omi Vaidya Along with Ronald McDonald Spreading Smiles at Har Chotti
Khushi Ka Celebration

Mumbai, Maharashtra, India -- (Business Wire India) -- Monday, March
08, 2010 4:40:00 PM
A baby’s first step, the first time you bunked class, your first holiday out
with friends, the first Valentines card you received, the look on your
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mothers face when you gifted her your first salary, or the look of an
underprivileged child when he meets his favourite star – the small joys
of life such as these are what we often take for granted in our busy
lives. It is indeed a must to enjoy these small pleasures in life simply
because

there

aren’t

enough

of

the

big

ones

to

go

around.

Supplementing this thought, McDonald’s has launched an exciting
campaign called “Har Chotti Khushi Ka Celebration.” Designed to
position McDonald’s as the ideal venue and platform for every individual
to celebrate their little joys of life, the campaign focuses on the Chotti
Khushi of celebrating with a delicious Happy Price Menu for just Rs. 20
onwards.
Celebrating the “Har Chotti Khushi Ka Celebration” in true king size, a
live onstage show anchored by famous RJ Tarana was organized at St
Andrews, Mumbai. Special personalities like Ronald McDonald, the iconic
Chief Happiness Officer and the Chamatkar man, Omi Vaidya of 3 Idiots
fame were also invited to join in this celebration and share thoughts of
what happiness meant to them personally and how they celebrate the
small joys of life.
The event which was aimed to spread cheer among the kids & youth of
Nareshwadi, an NGO working towards suppression of malnutrition
witnessed graceful and well choreographed tribal dance performances
by them. Present at the event were also representatives of YUVA, an
NGO working for slum dwellers. The day provided a perfect platform for
kids to exhibit their talent in the presence of Omi Vaidya, who later on
was witnessed joining the performance in high spirits, encouraging kids
and adding in to their daily dose of happiness. The event really left the
kids & youth from NGO’s with a smile of their face thus making them
celebrate their Chotti Khushi in a big way. The event came to a close
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with Ronald McDonald crowning Omi with the happiness crown for his
stunning act to spread cheer among the kids.
Sharing his views on the event, Arvind Singhal, Director Marketing,
McDonald’s India (West & South) said that “In today’s hectic pace of
life, har choti khushi ka celebration needs to be a mantra for a fulfilling
life. For us, it’s not just a campaign line but the way of making our
consumer’s life more enriching - and McDonald’s provides consumers
truly a chance to celebrate har choti khushi by offering dual benefit of
quick service and affordable pricing.”
McDonald’s founded its success in its strategy of Branded Affordability
and introduced the ‘Happy Price Menu’ of Rs. 20/ onwards in 2004. The
value initiative at McDonald's is all pervasive. At a time when food prices
are going through the roof McDonald’s has maintained its prices of Rs
20 onwards. The tremendous value benefit is enabled by McDonald’s
renowned

supply

chain

management

system

and

by

leveraging

economies, which helps minimize costs while maximizing value to
customers. McDonald’s strong back ward integration connects it directly
with various aspects of the business right up to the farm level, which
helps in increasing the productivity in terms of yields and helps the
brand manage costs. McDonald’s serves about 5 lakh of people every
single day, its business is about low margin and high volume which
helps in maintaining the price.
Branded affordability has creatively portrayed over the years by
engaging the audiences with memorable campaigns like - The ‘Bahanas’,
‘bees mein full dhamal’, ‘baap ke samane ka daam’ and now the latest
campaign of Har Chotti Khushi Ka celebration where it conveys the
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message of celebrating small joys does not take much, come and
celebrate with McDonald’s with menu offerings of Rs 20 onwards only.
McDonald’s 'Happy Price Menu’ has been a favourite among the
consumers since its launch. Happy Price Menu includes popular products
like McAloo Tikki™, McPuff Pizza™ and Salad Sandwich™, medium fries,
coke float, etc., among others. These products are available across all
McDonald’s restaurants.
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McDonald’s Celebrates Small Joys of Life with NGO Kids
MUMBAI, MAHARASHTRA, INDIA 08-03-2010 04:40 PM

A baby’s first step, the first
time you bunked class, your first holiday out with friends, the first
Valentines card you received, the look on your mothers face when you
gifted her your first salary, or the look of an underprivileged child when
he meets his favourite star ? the small joys of life such as these are
what we often take for granted in our busy lives. It is indeed a must to
enjoy these small pleasures in life simply because there aren’t enough
of the big ones to go around. Supplementing this thought, McDonald’s
has launched an exciting campaign called Har Chotti Khushi Ka
Celebration. Designed to position McDonald’s as the ideal venue and
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platform for every individual to celebrate their little joys of life, the
campaign focuses on the Chotti Khushi of celebrating with a delicious
Happy Price Menu for just Rs. 20 onwards.
Celebrating the Har Chotti Khushi Ka Celebration in true king size, a live
onstage show anchored by famous RJ Tarana was organized at St
Andrews, Mumbai. Special personalities like Ronald McDonald, the iconic
Chief Happiness Officer and the Chamatkar man, Omi Vaidya of 3 Idiots
fame were also invited to join in this celebration and share thoughts of
what happiness meant to them personally and how they celebrate the
small joys of life.
The event which was aimed to spread cheer among the kids & youth of
Nareshwadi, an NGO working towards suppression of malnutrition
witnessed graceful and well choreographed tribal dance performances
by them. Present at the event were also representatives of YUVA, an
NGO working for slum dwellers. The day provided a perfect platform for
kids to exhibit their talent in the presence of Omi Vaidya, who later on
was witnessed joining the performance in high spirits, encouraging kids
and adding in to their daily dose of happiness. The event really left the
kids & youth from NGO’s with a smile of their face thus making them
celebrate their Chotti Khushi in a big way. The event came to a close
with Ronald McDonald crowning Omi with the happiness crown for his
stunning act to spread cheer among the kids.
Sharing his views on the event, Arvind Singhal, Director Marketing,
McDonald’s India (West & South) said that ‘In today’s hectic pace of life,
har choti khushi ka celebration needs to be a mantra for a fulfilling life.
For us, it’s not just a campaign line but the way of making our
consumer’s life more enriching - and McDonald’s provides consumers
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truly a chance to celebrate har choti khushi by offering dual benefit of
quick service and affordable pricing.
McDonald’s founded its success in its strategy of Branded Affordability
and introduced the Happy Price Menu of Rs. 20/ onwards in 2004. The
value initiative at McDonald's is all pervasive. At a time when food prices
are going through the roof McDonald’s has maintained its prices of Rs
20 onwards. The tremendous value benefit is enabled by McDonald’s
renowned

supply

chain

management

system

and

by

leveraging

economies, which helps minimize costs while maximizing value to
customers. McDonald’s strong back ward integration connects it directly
with various aspects of the business right up to the farm level, which
helps in increasing the productivity in terms of yields and helps the
brand manage costs. McDonald’s serves about 5 lakh of people every
single day, its business is about low margin and high volume which
helps in maintaining the price.
Branded affordability has creatively portrayed over the years by
engaging the audiences with memorable campaigns like - The Bahanas,
bees mein full dhamal, baap ke zamane ka daam and now the latest
campaign of Har Chotti Khushi Ka celebration where it conveys the
message of celebrating small joys does not take much, come and
celebrate with McDonald’s with menu offerings of Rs 20 onwards only.
McDonald’s 'Happy Price Menu has been a favourite among the
consumers since its launch. Happy Price Menu includes popular products
like McAloo Tikki, McPuff Pizza and Salad Sandwich, medium fries, coke
float, etc., among others. These products are available across all
McDonald’s restaurants.
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McDonald’s Celebrates Small Joys of Life with NGO Kids
- Mumbai, Maharashtra, India
08-03-2010 04:40 PM

A baby’s first step, the first time you bunked class, your first holiday out
with friends, the first Valentines card you received, the look on your
mothers face when you gifted her your first salary, or the look of an
underprivileged child when he meets his favourite star – the small joys
of life such as these are what we often take for granted in our busy
lives. It is indeed a must to enjoy these small pleasures in life simply
because

there

aren’t

enough

of

the

big

ones

to

go

around.

Supplementing this thought, McDonald’s has launched an exciting
campaign called “Har Chotti Khushi Ka Celebration.” Designed to
position McDonald’s as the ideal venue and platform for every individual
to celebrate their little joys of life, the campaign focuses on the Chotti
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Khushi of celebrating with a delicious Happy Price Menu for just Rs. 20
onwards.
Celebrating the “Har Chotti Khushi Ka Celebration” in true king size, a
live onstage show anchored by famous RJ Tarana was organized at St
Andrews, Mumbai. Special personalities like Ronald McDonald, the iconic
Chief Happiness Officer and the Chamatkar man, Omi Vaidya of 3 Idiots
fame were also invited to join in this celebration and share thoughts of
what happiness meant to them personally and how they celebrate the
small joys of life.
The event which was aimed to spread cheer among the kids & youth of
Nareshwadi, an NGO working towards suppression of malnutrition
witnessed graceful and well choreographed tribal dance performances
by them. Present at the event were also representatives of YUVA, an
NGO working for slum dwellers. The day provided a perfect platform for
kids to exhibit their talent in the presence of Omi Vaidya, who later on
was witnessed joining the performance in high spirits, encouraging kids
and adding in to their daily dose of happiness. The event really left the
kids & youth from NGO’s with a smile of their face thus making them
celebrate their Chotti Khushi in a big way. The event came to a close
with Ronald McDonald crowning Omi with the happiness crown for his
stunning act to spread cheer among the kids.
Sharing his views on the event, Arvind Singhal, Director Marketing,
McDonald’s India (West & South) said that “In today’s hectic pace of
life, har choti khushi ka celebration needs to be a mantra for a fulfilling
life. For us, it’s not just a campaign line but the way of making our
consumer’s life more enriching - and McDonald’s provides consumers
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truly a chance to celebrate har choti khushi by offering dual benefit of
quick service and affordable pricing.”
McDonald’s founded its success in its strategy of Branded Affordability
and introduced the ‘Happy Price Menu’ of Rs. 20/ onwards in 2004. The
value initiative at McDonald's is all pervasive. At a time when food prices
are going through the roof McDonald’s has maintained its prices of Rs
20 onwards. The tremendous value benefit is enabled by McDonald’s
renowned

supply

chain

management

system

and

by

leveraging

economies, which helps minimize costs while maximizing value to
customers. McDonald’s strong back ward integration connects it directly
with various aspects of the business right up to the farm level, which
helps in increasing the productivity in terms of yields and helps the
brand manage costs. McDonald’s serves about 5 lakh of people every
single day, its business is about low margin and high volume which
helps in maintaining the price.
Branded affordability has creatively portrayed over the years by
engaging the audiences with memorable campaigns like - The ‘Bahanas’,
‘bees mein full dhamal’, ‘baap ke samane ka daam’ and now the latest
campaign of Har Chotti Khushi Ka celebration where it conveys the
message of celebrating small joys does not take much, come and
celebrate with McDonald’s with menu offerings of Rs 20 onwards only.
McDonald’s 'Happy Price Menu’ has been a favourite among the
consumers since its launch. Happy Price Menu includes popular products
like McAloo Tikki™, McPuff Pizza™ and Salad Sandwich™, medium fries,
coke float, etc., among others. These products are available across all
McDonald’s restaurants.
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McDonald’s Celebrates Small Joys of Life with NGO Kids

A baby’s first step, the first time you bunked class, your first holiday out
with friends, the first Valentines card you received, the look on your
mothers face when you gifted her your first salary, or the look of an
underprivileged child when he meets his favourite star – the small joys
of life such as these are what we often take for granted in our busy
lives. It is indeed a must to enjoy these small pleasures in life simply
because

there

aren’t

enough

of

the

big

ones

to

go

around.

Supplementing this thought, McDonald’s has launched an exciting
campaign called “Har Chotti Khushi Ka Celebration.” Designed to
position McDonald’s as the ideal venue and platform for every individual
to celebrate their little joys of life, the campaign focuses on the Chotti
Khushi of celebrating with a delicious Happy Price Menu for just Rs. 20
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onwards.
Celebrating the “Har Chotti Khushi Ka Celebration” in true king size, a
live onstage show anchored by famous RJ Tarana was organized at St
Andrews, Mumbai. Special personalities like Ronald McDonald, the iconic
Chief Happiness Officer and the Chamatkar man, Omi Vaidya of 3 Idiots
fame were also invited to join in this celebration and share thoughts of
what happiness meant to them personally and how they celebrate the
small joys of life.
The event which was aimed to spread cheer among the kids & youth of
Nareshwadi, an NGO working towards suppression of malnutrition
witnessed graceful and well choreographed tribal dance performances
by them. Present at the event were also representatives of YUVA, an
NGO working for slum dwellers. The day provided a perfect platform for
kids to exhibit their talent in the presence of Omi Vaidya, who later on
was witnessed joining the performance in high spirits, encouraging kids
and adding in to their daily dose of happiness. The event really left the
kids & youth from NGO’s with a smile of their face thus making them
celebrate their Chotti Khushi in a big way. The event came to a close
with Ronald McDonald crowning Omi with the happiness crown for his
stunning act to spread cheer among the kids.
Sharing his views on the event, Arvind Singhal, Director Marketing,
McDonald’s India (West & South) said that “In today’s hectic pace of
life, har choti khushi ka celebration needs to be a mantra for a fulfilling
life. For us, it’s not just a campaign line but the way of making our
consumer’s life more enriching - and McDonald’s provides consumers
truly a chance to celebrate har choti khushi by offering dual benefit of
quick service and affordable pricing.”
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McDonald’s founded its success in its strategy of Branded Affordability
and introduced the ‘Happy Price Menu’ of Rs. 20/ onwards in 2004. The
value initiative at McDonald’s is all pervasive. At a time when food prices
are going through the roof McDonald’s has maintained its prices of Rs
20 onwards. The tremendous value benefit is enabled by McDonald’s
renowned

supply

chain

management

system

and

by

leveraging

economies, which helps minimize costs while maximizing value to
customers. McDonald’s strong back ward integration connects it directly
with various aspects of the business right up to the farm level, which
helps in increasing the productivity in terms of yields and helps the
brand manage costs. McDonald’s serves about 5 lakh of people every
single day, its business is about low margin and high volume which
helps in maintaining the price.
Branded affordability has creatively portrayed over the years by
engaging the audiences with memorable campaigns like - The ‘Bahanas’,
‘bees mein full dhamal’, ‘baap ke samane ka daam’ and now the latest
campaign of Har Chotti Khushi Ka celebration where it conveys the
message of celebrating small joys does not take much, come and
celebrate with McDonald’s with menu offerings of Rs 20 onwards only.
McDonald’s `Happy Price Menu’ has been a favourite among the
consumers since its launch. Happy Price Menu includes popular products
like McAloo Tikki™, McPuff Pizza™ and Salad Sandwich™, medium fries,
coke float, etc., among others. These products are available across all
McDonald’s restaurants.
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Mumbai, Maharashtra, India

A baby’s first step, the first time you bunked class, your first holiday out
with friends, the first Valentines card you received, the look on your
mothers face when you gifted her your first salary, or the look of an
underprivileged child when he meets his favourite star - the small joys
of life such as these are what we often take for granted in our busy
lives. It is indeed a must to enjoy these small pleasures in life simply
because

there

aren’t

enough

of

the

big

ones

to

go

around.

Supplementing this thought, McDonald’s has launched an exciting
campaign called "Har Chotti Khushi Ka Celebration." Designed to
position McDonald’s as the ideal venue and platform for every individual
to celebrate their little joys of life, the campaign focuses on the Chotti
Khushi of celebrating with a delicious Happy Price Menu for just Rs. 20
onwards.
Celebrating the "Har Chotti Khushi Ka Celebration" in true king size, a
live onstage show anchored by famous RJ Tarana was organized at St
Andrews, Mumbai. Special personalities like Ronald McDonald, the iconic
Chief Happiness Officer and the Chamatkar man, Omi Vaidya of 3 Idiots
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fame were also invited to join in this celebration and share thoughts of
what happiness meant to them personally and how they celebrate the
small joys of life.
The event which was aimed to spread cheer among the kids & youth of
Nareshwadi, an NGO working towards suppression of malnutrition
witnessed graceful and well choreographed tribal dance performances
by them. Present at the event were also representatives of YUVA, an
NGO working for slum dwellers. The day provided a perfect platform for
kids to exhibit their talent in the presence of Omi Vaidya, who later on
was witnessed joining the performance in high spirits, encouraging kids
and adding in to their daily dose of happiness. The event really left the
kids & youth from NGO’s with a smile of their face thus making them
celebrate their Chotti Khushi in a big way. The event came to a close
with Ronald McDonald crowning Omi with the happiness crown for his
stunning act to spread cheer among the kids.
Sharing his views on the event, Arvind Singhal, Director Marketing,
McDonald’s India (West & South) said that "In today’s hectic pace of
life, har choti khushi ka celebration needs to be a mantra for a fulfilling
life. For us, it’s not just a campaign line but the way of making our
consumer’s life more enriching - and McDonald’s provides consumers
truly a chance to celebrate har choti khushi by offering dual benefit of
quick service and affordable pricing."
McDonald’s founded its success in its strategy of Branded Affordability
and introduced the ‘Happy Price Menu’ of Rs. 20/ onwards in 2004. The
value initiative at McDonald's is all pervasive. At a time when food prices
are going through the roof McDonald’s has maintained its prices of Rs
20 onwards. The tremendous value benefit is enabled by McDonald’s
renowned

supply

chain

management

system

and

by

leveraging
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economies, which helps minimize costs while maximizing value to
customers. McDonald’s strong back ward integration connects it directly
with various aspects of the business right up to the farm level, which
helps in increasing the productivity in terms of yields and helps the
brand manage costs. McDonald’s serves about 5 lakh of people every
single day, its business is about low margin and high volume which
helps in maintaining the price.
Branded affordability has creatively portrayed over the years by
engaging the audiences with memorable campaigns like - The ‘Bahanas’,
‘bees mein full dhamal’, ‘baap ke samane ka daam’ and now the latest
campaign of Har Chotti Khushi Ka celebration where it conveys the
message of celebrating small joys does not take much, come and
celebrate with McDonald’s with menu offerings of Rs 20 onwards only.
McDonald’s 'Happy Price Menu’ has been a favourite among the
consumers since its launch. Happy Price Menu includes popular products
like McAloo Tikki™, McPuff Pizza™ and Salad Sandwich™, medium fries,
coke float, etc., among others. These products are available across all
McDonald’s restaurants.
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McDonald’s Celebrates Small Joys of Life with NGO Kids

A baby’s first step, the first time you bunked class, your first holiday out
with friends, the first Valentines card you received, the look on your
mothers face when you gifted her your first salary, or the look of an
underprivileged child when he meets his favourite star – the small joys
of life such as these are what we often take for granted in our busy
lives. It is indeed a must to enjoy these small pleasures in life simply
because

there

aren’t

enough

of

the

big

ones

to

go

around.
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Supplementing this thought, McDonald’s has launched an exciting
campaign called “Har Chotti Khushi Ka Celebration.” Designed to
position McDonald’s as the ideal venue and platform for every individual
to celebrate their little joys of life, the campaign focuses on the Chotti
Khushi of celebrating with a delicious Happy Price Menu for just Rs. 20
onwards.
Celebrating the “Har Chotti Khushi Ka Celebration” in true king size, a
live onstage show anchored by famous RJ Tarana was organized at St
Andrews, Mumbai. Special personalities like Ronald McDonald, the iconic
Chief Happiness Officer and the Chamatkar man, Omi Vaidya of 3 Idiots
fame were also invited to join in this celebration and share thoughts of
what happiness meant to them personally and how they celebrate the
small joys of life.
The event which was aimed to spread cheer among the kids & youth of
Nareshwadi, an NGO working towards suppression of malnutrition
witnessed graceful and well choreographed tribal dance performances
by them. Present at the event were also representatives of YUVA, an
NGO working for slum dwellers. The day provided a perfect platform for
kids to exhibit their talent in the presence of Omi Vaidya, who later on
was witnessed joining the performance in high spirits, encouraging kids
and adding in to their daily dose of happiness. The event really left the
kids & youth from NGO’s with a smile of their face thus making them
celebrate their Chotti Khushi in a big way. The event came to a close
with Ronald McDonald crowning Omi with the happiness crown for his
stunning act to spread cheer among the kids.
Sharing his views on the event, Arvind Singhal, Director Marketing,
McDonald’s India (West & South) said that “In today’s hectic pace of
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life, har choti khushi ka celebration needs to be a mantra for a fulfilling
life. For us, it’s not just a campaign line but the way of making our
consumer’s life more enriching - and McDonald’s provides consumers
truly a chance to celebrate har choti khushi by offering dual benefit of
quick service and affordable pricing.”
McDonald’s founded its success in its strategy of Branded Affordability
and introduced the ‘Happy Price Menu’ of Rs. 20/ onwards in 2004. The
value initiative at McDonald's is all pervasive. At a time when food prices
are going through the roof McDonald’s has maintained its prices of Rs
20 onwards. The tremendous value benefit is enabled by McDonald’s
renowned

supply

chain

management

system

and

by

leveraging

economies, which helps minimize costs while maximizing value to
customers. McDonald’s strong back ward integration connects it directly
with various aspects of the business right up to the farm level, which
helps in increasing the productivity in terms of yields and helps the
brand manage costs. McDonald’s serves about 5 lakh people every
single day, its business is about low margin and high volume which
helps in maintaining the price.
Branded affordability has creatively portrayed over the years by
engaging the audiences with memorable campaigns like - The ‘Bahanas’,
‘bees mein full dhamal’, ‘baap ke samane ka daam’ and now the latest
campaign of Har Chotti Khushi Ka celebration where it conveys the
message of celebrating small joys does not take much, come and
celebrate with McDonald’s with menu offerings of Rs 20 onwards only.
McDonald’s 'Happy Price Menu’ has been a favourite among the
consumers since its launch. Happy Price Menu includes popular products
like McAloo Tikki™, McPuff Pizza™ and Salad Sandwich™, medium fries,
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coke float, etc., among others. These products are available across all
McDonald’s restaurants.
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Omi Vaidya Along with Ronald McDonald Spreading
Smiles at Har Chotti Khushi Ka Celebration

A baby’s first step, the first time you bunked class, your first holiday out
with friends, the first Valentines card you received, the look on your
mothers face when you gifted her your first salary, or the look of an
underprivileged child when he meets his favourite star – the small joys
of life such as these are what we often take for granted in our busy
lives. It is indeed a must to enjoy these small pleasures in life simply
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Supplementing this thought, McDonald’s has launched an exciting
campaign called “Har Chotti Khushi Ka Celebration.” Designed to
position McDonald’s as the ideal venue and platform for every individual
to celebrate their little joys of life, the campaign focuses on the Chotti
Khushi of celebrating with a delicious Happy Price Menu for just Rs. 20
onwards.
Celebrating the “Har Chotti Khushi Ka Celebration” in true king size, a
live onstage show anchored by famous RJ Tarana was organized at St
Andrews, Mumbai. Special personalities like Ronald McDonald, the iconic
Chief Happiness Officer and the Chamatkar man, Omi Vaidya of 3 Idiots
fame were also invited to join in this celebration and share thoughts of
what happiness meant to them personally and how they celebrate the
small joys of life.
The event which was aimed to spread cheer among the kids & youth of
Nareshwadi, an NGO working towards suppression of malnutrition
witnessed graceful and well choreographed tribal dance performances
by them. Present at the event were also representatives of YUVA, an
NGO working for slum dwellers. The day provided a perfect platform for
kids to exhibit their talent in the presence of Omi Vaidya, who later on
was witnessed joining the performance in high spirits, encouraging kids
and adding in to their daily dose of happiness. The event really left the
kids & youth from NGO’s with a smile of their face thus making them
celebrate their Chotti Khushi in a big way. The event came to a close
with Ronald McDonald crowning Omi with the happiness crown for his
stunning act to spread cheer among the kids.
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Sharing his views on the event, Arvind Singhal, Director Marketing,
McDonald’s India (West & South) said that “In today’s hectic pace of
life, har choti khushi ka celebration needs to be a mantra for a fulfilling
life. For us, it’s not just a campaign line but the way of making our
consumer’s life more enriching – and McDonald’s provides consumers
truly a chance to celebrate har choti khushi by offering dual benefit of
quick service and affordable pricing.”
McDonald’s founded its success in its strategy of Branded Affordability
and introduced the ‘Happy Price Menu’ of Rs. 20/ onwards in 2004. The
value initiative at McDonald’s is all pervasive. At a time when food prices
are going through the roof McDonald’s has maintained its prices of Rs
20 onwards. The tremendous value benefit is enabled by McDonald’s
renowned

supply

chain

management

system

and

by

leveraging

economies, which helps minimize costs while maximizing value to
customers. McDonald’s strong back ward integration connects it directly
with various aspects of the business right up to the farm level, which
helps in increasing the productivity in terms of yields and helps the
brand manage costs. McDonald’s serves about 5 lakh of people every
single day, its business is about low margin and high volume which
helps in maintaining the price.
Branded affordability has creatively portrayed over the years by
engaging

the

audiences

with

memorable

campaigns

like

–

The

‘Bahanas’, ‘bees mein full dhamal’, ‘baap ke samane ka daam’ and now
the latest campaign of Har Chotti Khushi Ka celebration where it
conveys the message of celebrating small joys does not take much,
come and celebrate with McDonald’s with menu offerings of Rs 20
onwards only.
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McDonald’s ‘Happy Price Menu’ has been a favourite among the
consumers since its launch. Happy Price Menu includes popular products
like McAloo Tikki™, McPuff Pizza™ and Salad Sandwich™, medium fries,
coke float, etc., among others. These products are available across all
McDonald’s restaurants.
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McDonald’s celebrates small joys of life with NGO kids
Posted: Monday, Mar 08, 2010 at 1642 hrs IST
Updated: Monday, Mar 08, 2010 at 1642 hrs IST
Mumbai: A baby’s first step, the first time you bunked class, your first
holiday out with friends, the first Valentines card you received, the look
on your mothers face when you gifted her your first salary, or the look
of an underprivileged child when he meets his favourite star – the small
joys of life such as these are what we often take for granted in our busy
lives. It is indeed a must to enjoy these small pleasures in life simply
because

there

aren’t

enough

of

the

big

ones

to

go

around.

Supplementing this thought, McDonald’s has launched an exciting
campaign called “Har Chotti Khushi Ka Celebration.” Designed to
position McDonald’s as the ideal venue and platform for every individual
to celebrate their little joys of life, the campaign focuses on the Chotti
Khushi of celebrating with a delicious Happy Price Menu for just Rs. 20
onwards.
Celebrating the “Har Chotti Khushi Ka Celebration” in true king size, a
live onstage show anchored by famous RJ Tarana was organized at St
Andrews, Mumbai. Special personalities like Ronald McDonald, the iconic
Chief Happiness Officer and the Chamatkar man, Omi Vaidya of 3 Idiots
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fame were also invited to join in this celebration and share thoughts of
what happiness meant to them personally and how they celebrate the
small joys of life.
The event which was aimed to spread cheer among the kids & youth of
Nareshwadi, an NGO working towards suppression of malnutrition
witnessed graceful and well choreographed tribal dance performances
by them. Present at the event were also representatives of YUVA, an
NGO working for slum dwellers. The day provided a perfect platform for
kids to exhibit their talent in the presence of Omi Vaidya, who later on
was witnessed joining the performance in high spirits, encouraging kids
and adding in to their daily dose of happiness. The event really left the
kids & youth from NGO’s with a smile of their face thus making them
celebrate their Chotti Khushi in a big way. The event came to a close
with Ronald McDonald crowning Omi with the happiness crown for his
stunning act to spread cheer among the kids.
Sharing his views on the event, Arvind Singhal, Director Marketing,
McDonald’s India (West & South) said that “In today’s hectic pace of
life, har choti khushi ka celebration needs to be a mantra for a fulfilling
life. For us, it’s not just a campaign...
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McDonald's

to

spend

50-60

crore

on

marketing in India in 2010
Mumbai: Global fast food retailer McDonald's India
will spend Rupees 50-60 crore on marketing in
2010.
It will also open 40 new outlets during the period.
The company's marketing spend will include the new 'Har Chotti Khushi
Ka Celebration' campaign for its happy price menu with starting price
point of Rs 20, the company said.
''We also have plans to launch a campaign for our meals such as
'McVeggi' and 'McChicken' this year. To market our new products and
initiatives for consumers, we look forward to spend across Rs 50-60
crore in 2010,'' confirmed, McDonald's India (west and south), director
(marketing) Arvind Singhal.
McDonald's is operating 200 retail food outlets across India and recently
added two more restaurants in Bangalore and Chennai.
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McDonald’s Celebrates Small Joys of Life with NGO Kids

A baby’s first step, the first time you bunked class, your first holiday out
with friends, the first Valentines card you received, the look on your
mothers face when you gifted her your first salary, or the look of an
underprivileged child when he meets his favourite star the small joys of
life such as these are what we often take for granted in our busy lives.
It is indeed a must to enjoy these small pleasures in life simply because
there aren’t enough of the big ones to go around. Supplementing this
thought, McDonald’s has launched an exciting campaign called Har
Chotti Khushi Ka Celebration. Designed to position McDonald’s as the
ideal venue and platform for every individual to celebrate their little joys
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of life, the campaign focuses on the Chotti Khushi of celebrating with a
delicious Happy Price Menu for just Rs. 20 onwards.
Celebrating the Har Chotti Khushi Ka Celebration in true king size, a live
onstage show anchored by famous RJ Tarana was organized at St
Andrews, Mumbai. Special personalities like Ronald McDonald, the iconic
Chief Happiness Officer and the Chamatkar man, Omi Vaidya of 3 Idiots
fame were also invited to join in this celebration and share thoughts of
what happiness meant to them personally and how they celebrate the
small joys of life.
The event which was aimed to spread cheer among the kids & youth of
Nareshwadi, an NGO working towards suppression of malnutrition
witnessed graceful and well choreographed tribal dance performances
by them. Present at the event were also representatives of YUVA, an
NGO working for slum dwellers. The day provided a perfect platform for
kids to exhibit their talent in the presence of Omi Vaidya, who later on
was witnessed joining the performance in high spirits, encouraging kids
and adding in to their daily dose of happiness. The event really left the
kids & youth from NGO’s with a smile of their face thus making them
celebrate their Chotti Khushi in a big way. The event came to a close
with Ronald McDonald crowning Omi with the happiness crown for his
stunning act to spread cheer among the kids.
Sharing his views on the event, Arvind Singhal, Director Marketing,
McDonald’s India (West & South) said that ‘In today’s hectic pace of life,
har choti khushi ka celebration needs to be a mantra for a fulfilling life.
For us, it’s not just a campaign line but the way of making our
consumer’s life more enriching - and McDonald’s provides consumers
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truly a chance to celebrate har choti khushi by offering dual benefit of
quick service and affordable pricing.
McDonald’s founded its success in its strategy of Branded Affordability
and introduced the Happy Price Menu of Rs. 20/ onwards in 2004. The
value initiative at McDonald's is all pervasive. At a time when food prices
are going through the roof McDonald’s has maintained its prices of Rs
20 onwards. The tremendous value benefit is enabled by McDonald’s
renowned

supply

chain

management

system

and

by

leveraging

economies, which helps minimize costs while maximizing value to
customers. McDonald’s strong back ward integration connects it directly
with various aspects of the business right up to the farm level, which
helps in increasing the productivity in terms of yields and helps the
brand manage costs. McDonald’s serves about 5 lakh of people every
single day, its business is about low margin and high volume which
helps in maintaining the price.
Branded affordability has creatively portrayed over the years by
engaging the audiences with memorable campaigns like - The Bahanas,
bees mein full dhamal, baap ke zamane ka daam and now the latest
campaign of Har Chotti Khushi Ka celebration where it conveys the
message of celebrating small joys does not take much, come and
celebrate with McDonald’s with menu offerings of Rs 20 onwards only.
McDonald’s 'Happy Price Menu has been a favourite among the
consumers since its launch. Happy Price Menu includes popular products
like McAloo Tikki, McPuff Pizza and Salad Sandwich, medium fries, coke
float, etc., among others. These products are available across all
McDonald’s restaurants.
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Omi Vaidya Along with Ronald McDonald Spreading Smiles at Har Chotti
Khushi Ka Celebration
Mumbai, Maharashtra, India -- (Business Wire India) -- Monday,
March 08, 2010 4:40:00 PM
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A baby’s first step, the first time you bunked class, your first holiday out
with friends, the first Valentines card you received, the look on your
mothers face when you gifted her your first salary, or the look of an
underprivileged child when he meets his favourite star – the small joys
of life such as these are what we often take for granted in our busy
lives. It is indeed a must to enjoy these small pleasures in life simply
because

there

aren’t

enough

of

the

big

ones

to

go

around.

Supplementing this thought, McDonald’s has launched an exciting
campaign called “Har Chotti Khushi Ka Celebration.” Designed to
position McDonald’s as the ideal venue and platform for every individual
to celebrate their little joys of life, the campaign focuses on the Chotti
Khushi of celebrating with a delicious Happy Price Menu for just Rs. 20
onwards.
Celebrating the “Har Chotti Khushi Ka Celebration” in true king size, a
live onstage show anchored by famous RJ Tarana was organized at St
Andrews, Mumbai. Special personalities like Ronald McDonald, the iconic
Chief Happiness Officer and the Chamatkar man, Omi Vaidya of 3 Idiots
fame were also invited to join in this celebration and share thoughts of
what happiness meant to them personally and how they celebrate the
small joys of life.
The event which was aimed to spread cheer among the kids & youth of
Nareshwadi, an NGO working towards suppression of malnutrition
witnessed graceful and well choreographed tribal dance performances
by them. Present at the event were also representatives of YUVA, an
NGO working for slum dwellers. The day provided a perfect platform for
kids to exhibit their talent in the presence of Omi Vaidya, who later on
was witnessed joining the performance in high spirits, encouraging kids
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and adding in to their daily dose of happiness. The event really left the
kids & youth from NGO’s with a smile of their face thus making them
celebrate their Chotti Khushi in a big way. The event came to a close
with Ronald McDonald crowning Omi with the happiness crown for his
stunning act to spread cheer among the kids.
Sharing his views on the event, Arvind Singhal, Director Marketing,
McDonald’s India (West & South) said that “In today’s hectic pace of
life, har choti khushi ka celebration needs to be a mantra for a fulfilling
life. For us, it’s not just a campaign line but the way of making our
consumer’s life more enriching - and McDonald’s provides consumers
truly a chance to celebrate har choti khushi by offering dual benefit of
quick service and affordable pricing.”
McDonald’s founded its success in its strategy of Branded Affordability
and introduced the ‘Happy Price Menu’ of Rs. 20/ onwards in 2004. The
value initiative at McDonald's is all pervasive. At a time when food prices
are going through the roof McDonald’s has maintained its prices of Rs
20 onwards. The tremendous value benefit is enabled by McDonald’s
renowned

supply

chain

management

system

and

by

leveraging

economies, which helps minimize costs while maximizing value to
customers. McDonald’s strong back ward integration connects it directly
with various aspects of the business right up to the farm level, which
helps in increasing the productivity in terms of yields and helps the
brand manage costs. McDonald’s serves about 5 lakhs of people every
single day, its business is about low margin and high volume which
helps in maintaining the price.
Branded affordability has creatively portrayed over the years by
engaging the audiences with memorable campaigns like - The ‘Bahanas’,
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‘bees mein full dhamal’, ‘baap ke samane ka daam’ and now the latest
campaign of Har Chotti Khushi Ka celebration where it conveys the
message of celebrating small joys does not take much, come and
celebrate with McDonald’s with menu offerings of Rs 20 onwards only.
McDonald’s 'Happy Price Menu’ has been a favourite among the
consumers since its launch. Happy Price Menu includes popular products
like McAloo Tikki™, McPuff Pizza™ and Salad Sandwich™, medium fries,
coke float, etc., among others. These products are available across all
McDonald’s restaurants.
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Omi Vaidya is the Happiness King
Mar 09: The small joys of life such are sometimes taken for granted. It
is indeed a must to enjoy these small pleasures in life simply because
there aren’t enough of the big ones to go around. Supplementing this
thought, McDonald’s recently launched an exciting campaign “Har Chotti
Khushi Ka Celebration.” Designed to position McDonald’s as the ideal
venue and platform for every individual to celebrate their little joys of
life, the campaign focuses on the Chotti Khushi of celebrating with a
delicious Happy Price Menu for just Rs. 20 onwards.
Celebrating the “Har Chotti Khushi Ka Celebration” in true king size, a
live onstage show anchored by famous RJ Tarana was organized at St
Andrews Auditorium, Mumbai. Ronald McDonald, the iconic Chief
Happiness Officer and the Chamatkar man, Omi Vaidya of 3 Idiots fame
were invited to join in this celebration and share thoughts of what
happiness meant to them personally and how they celebrate the small
joys of life.
The event which was aimed to spread cheer among the kids and youth
of Nareshwadi, an NGO working towards suppression of malnutrition
witnessed graceful and well choreographed tribal dance performances
by them. Present at the event were also representatives of YUVA, an
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NGO working for slum dwellers. The day provided a perfect platform for
kids to exhibit their talent in the presence of Omi Vaidya, who later on
was witnessed joining the performance in high spirits, encouraging kids
and adding in to their daily dose of happiness. The event left the kids
and youth from NGO’s with a smile of their face thus making them
celebrate their Chotti Khushi in a big way. The event came to a close
with Ronald McDonald crowning Omi with the happiness crown for his
stunning act to spread cheer among the kids.
-- By Verus Ferreira
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Omi Vaidya at Har Choti Khushi Ka Celebration
Mar 10, 2010
McDonalds recently came together with the kids of
Nareshwadi, an NGO that works towards the control
of malnutrition in kids to celebrate ‘Har Choti Khushi
Ka Celebration’ on the 3rd of March at St Andrews
Auditorium in Bandra. This event was gracefully
hosted by Rj Tarana who interviewed Ronald McDonald the chief
happiness officer and the Chamatkar man Omi Vaidya.
The evening opened with a beautiful diya performance which was held
by the girls from Nareshwadi. Post this, the audiences were informed
that the kids at the Nareshwadi not only stay there but also grow their
own food, which was quite surprising. As the event unfolded further, the
viewers got to witness various kinds of performances by the kids of this
NGO such as the bamboo dance, the tribal dance and so on.
After this Ronald entertained the crowd with some of his magic tricks
which were very predictable. But the true show stopper of this event
clearly was Omi Vaidya who played the role of Chatur in Three Idiots.
His expertise at the Hindi language totally got the crowd in splits. Omi
then went on to explained how his 10 year struggle finally ended with
Three Idiots.
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Rj Tarana, as always, did a great job pepping the spectators. The event
ended with Ronald Mc’Donald crowning Omi Vaidya the happiness
crown. In short, this show did make everyone happy then be it the kids
from the NGO or the guests.
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Headline: Smart Omi’s intelligence

Summary: Omi Vaidya along with Ronald McDonald and Tarana spend
a good time with NGO children and spread the message of happiness.
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Headline: Celebration of Happiness with McDonald’s

Summary: McDonald’s presented Har chotti Khushi ka celebration at St
Andrew’s Auditorium with RJ Tarana and Omi Vaidya. Omi Vaidya told
the audience about the importance of happiness and how he celebrates
small happiness’s in his personal life. The program also had tribal
children from the NGO Naresh balwadi and Yuva who work for the
upliftment of slums. Naresh balwadi children performed a tribal dance
routine with Omi Vaidya encouraging them.
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Chotti Khushi Ka Celebration with ‘Ronald McDonald and Omi
Vaidya’

Summary: McDonald’s, in its endeavour to spread happiness had
organized an event to spread small happiness’s at St Andrew’s
Auditorium. Ronald McDonald’s and Omi Vaidya were present at this
event and Omi spoke about happiness in his life. It also had
performances by Nareshwadi children. Omi Vaidya and Ronald McDonald
kept the crowd entertained by magic tricks and funny antics. RJ Tarana
was the host for the evening.
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Headline: Celebrate every small joy with McDonald’s
Similar to the McDonald’s range of low price menu the event also bought cheers on the
face of participants
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Headline: Omi spread the message of Happiness
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Summary: Omi Vaidya the star from 3 Idiots was present at a program
at St Andrew’s auditorium to give the message of ‘Har Chotti Khushi’.
This program was initiated by McDonald’s, after the spate of student
suicides in the city with the message of celebrating every small moment
of happiness. The event was attended by RJ Tarana, Omi Vaidya, Ronald
McDonald and Mr. Arvind Singhal (Director Marketing South and West).
Omi Vaidya spoke about how important it is to celebrate happiness and
live life to the fullest. He also did a dance with children from a NGO
called Naresh Balwadi who was there to perform and enjoy the show.
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Headline: McDonald’s present ‘Har Chotti Khushi Ka Celebration’ Offer

Summary: Every small happiness makes your life so wonderful, based
on this thought McDonald’s offers ‘Har chotti khushi ka Celebration’. A
wonderful event was organized at St Andrews auditorium, along with
Tarana, Ronald McDonald and Omi Vaidya. Omi spoke about small
happiness’s

and

its

importance

in

his

life.

Mr.

Arvind

Singhal

emphasized on the value of Har Choti Khushi in life. Children from
Naresh balwadi presented a dance program and fellows from the NGO
YUVA were also present at this event.
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Headline: A unique initiative by McDonald’s
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Summary: Centered on Children and Youngsters McDonalds got a new
offering called ‘Har Choti Khushi ka Celebration’. Ronald McDonald and
Omi Vaidya of 3 Idiots were present at this event along with children
from Naresh Balwadi NGO. The children performed a dance routine with
Omi stepping in to encourage them. Omi was felicitated for the
excitement and happiness he generated among the children.
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Headline: McDonald’s starts new offer with an NGO

Summary: Along with a NGO working for malnourished children,
McDonald’s organized an event to spread cheer and give them a chance
to enjoy the smaller joys of life. The significance of small happiness and
to enjoy it in all circumstances was implanted in those children. Through
this event McDonald’s also presented its exciting ‘Har Chotti Khushi ka
Celebration’ offer, where Omi Vaidya of 3 Idiots fame was also present.
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Headline: McDonald’s starts new offer with an NGO

Summary: Along with a NGO working for malnourished children,
McDonald’s organized an event to spread cheer and give them a chance
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to enjoy the smaller joys of life. The significance of small happiness and
to enjoy it in all circumstances was implanted in those children. Through
this event McDonald’s also presented its exciting ‘Har Chotti Khushi ka
Celebration’ offer, where Omi Vaidya of 3 Idiots fame was also present.
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Summary: Along with a NGO working for malnourished children,
McDonald’s organized an event to spread cheer and give them a chance
to enjoy the smaller joys of life. Through this event McDonald’s also
presented its exciting ‘Har Chotti Khushi ka Celebration’ offer, where
Omi Vaidya of 3 Idiots fame was also present.
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Radio Channel

Channel:

Radio City

Program:

-

Date:

03.03.10

Duration:

5 files
(6 mins)

TV Channels

Channel:

TV9

Program:

Screen9

Date:

03.03.10

Duration:

3 mins 11sec

Channel:

Doordarshan News

Program:

Metro Scan

Date:

04.03.10

Duration:

3 mins 8 sec

Channel:

P7 News

Program:

Follywood

Date:

04.03.10

Duration:

4 mins 18sec

Channel:

Star Mazaa

Program:

Dhan Tedhan

Date:

04.03.10

Duration:

3 mins 17sec

TORQUE COMMUNICATIONS PVT. LTD.
♦ Delhi

♦ Mumbai

♦ Bangalore

♦ Ahmedabad

Channel:

Zee Chovis Taaz

Program:

Spotlight

Date:

04.03.10

Duration:

3 mins 23sec

